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1. License
Qtrac Ltd. (“Qtrac”) hereby gives you a non-exclusive license to use the Software (“DiffPDFc”)
and its associated Documentation under the following terms.
Qtrac’s web site (“the Web Site”) is www.qtrac.eu.
The Computer ID is a unique identifier for a particular computer based on the machine’s CPU
and Motherboard.
A “specific computer” is a computer identified by a Computer ID.
The Software itself may be downloaded freely and anonymously from the Web Site—but may
only be used under the terms of this license using a license key obtained from the Web Site or
directly from Qtrac.
You may obtain a time-limited trial license key, to evaluate the Software free of charge on a
specific computer, from the Web Site.
You can buy a full license key (which has no time limit, but is for a specific computer) for a fee
from the Web Site or directly from Qtrac.
Once you have downloaded and installed the Software you must register a trial or full license
key for a specific computer to be able to use it under the terms of this license.
To switch from a trial license key to a full licence key, simply re-register with a full license key
purchased from the Web Site or directly from Qtrac.
A license key is valid only for a specific computer for the Software at a specific major version
(including all minor and patch releases that may be released later). If the computer’s CPU or
Motherboard (or virtual machine, if running inside one), is changed (or are reported differently
by a new version of Windows, e.g., after upgrading to Windows 10), the license key will
become invalid.
If a license key becomes invalid, or if the customer wishes to transfer a license key to another
computer, a new license key (a “reissued key”) will be made available if the following provisions
are met:
• the key to be reissued and the Order ID are specified;
• the request for a reissued key is made within two years of the license’s purchase;
• the key to be reissued is not itself a reissued key (this means that at most one reissued key
is permitted per license);
• the Software is uninstalled and removed from the specific computer for which the license

-2key was originally issued—or that computer is permanently inoperable.
If any of the provisions are not met, then a new license will need to be purchased to continue
using the Software. License keys may not be transferred on any other basis.
The Software may be used only on a specific computer by one person at any one time (except
as follows).
If concurrent use is required (i.e., if the Software is put on a server), then you must buy one
license for every person who could use the Software (regardless of whether they use it or not),
as if each person had installed the Software on their own computer, and register the server as the
specific computer. Thus, the only possible advantage of using a server and concurrent use is for
system administration convenience.
If the Software is installed in a virtual machine, then you must buy one license for every machine
the virtual machine is distributed to multiplied by the number of people who could use the
Software (regardless of whether they use it or not), as if each person had installed the Software
on their own computer. Thus, the only possible advantage of using a virtual machine is for system
administration convenience.
The Software may be copied for archival purposes, provided any copy contains all of the original
Software’s proprietary notices.
You may not:
• use the Software on any machine other than the registered one;
• allow more people to use the Software at any one time than the number of licenses you
have purchased;
• modify, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble (except to the extent applicable
laws specifically prohibit such restriction);
• create derivative works based on the Software;
• copy the Software (except as specified above);
• rent, lease, transfer or otherwise transfer rights to the Software;
• remove any proprietary notices or labels on the Software.

2. Termination
The license will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with any of the license’s terms. On
termination, you must destroy all copies of the Software and Documentation.
3. Disclaimer of Warranty
The Software is provided on an as is basis, without warranty of any kind, including without limitation the warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Software is borne by you. Should the
Software prove defective, you and not Qtrac assume the entire cost of any service and repair.
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character including, without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer
failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses.
Title, ownership rights and intellectual property rights in and to the Software shall remain in
Qtrac. The Software is protected by international copyright treaties.
4. Note
This Software uses the PySide library Copyright  2013 Digia Plc and/or its subsidiary(ies),
and the Qt library Copyright  2015 The Qt Company Ltd. These libraries are licensed under the LGPLv2.1 and/or LGPLv3 licenses. If you want access to the source code of PySide or Qt 4 you can contact support@qtrac.eu to request it — or you can download it direct from https://download.qt.io/official_releases/pyside/ and
https://download.qt.io/official_releases/qt/4.8/ respectively. The LGPLv2.1
and LGPLv3 licenses are included with this Software in the files doc\LGPL-2.1 and
doc\LGPL-3 inside the folder where the Software is installed. You may use your own version
of the PySide and/or Qt 4 libraries with this Software by replacing the existing library files with
your own compatible ones.

